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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONi ANDi SUGGESTION 

 Thisi chapteri presentsi conclusioni andi providesi thei suggestioni concerningi oni 

morali valuesi analysisi ofi humani lifei problemsi ini Thei Littlei Princei noveli writteni byi 

Antoinei dei Saint-Exupéry. 

A. Conclusion 

 After analyzing the types of moral values in the little prince novel, the 

researcher came to the conclusion that everyone has good and bad attitudes 

towards themselves. This is shown in the moral values of the problems of 

human life in the novel which covers all aspects of human life in dealing with 

themselves, social, natural environment and God. In human relationship with 

themselves, good moral values are shown in the behavior of the characters in 

the novel in the form of honesty and self-control in doing and saying, 

humility, patience in facing a test, working hard and tenacity in getting things 

done, bravery in facing challenges. something and yearning for an old friend. 

While bad moral values are also shown in the behavior of the characters in the 

novel in the form of hypocrisy in actions and words, feelings of fear and 

anxiety and regret for not doing something well. In human relations with the 

social and natural environment, friendship and loyalty are highly emphasized 

in this novel, as well as harmony, mutual help and care for the natural 

environment in order to create a peaceful environment. Furthermore, in the 

relationship between humans and God, this novel shows that humans must 

always think positively in every problem that comes, don't think of a problem 
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as a problem but it must have a purpose conveyed. This novel is truly an 

extraordinary literary work, even though it looks like a simple children's story, 

but it contains moral values about the problems of human life which adults 

can contemplate. 

B. Suggestion 

 Basedi oni thei conclusionsi thati havei beeni explainedi byi thei researchersi 

above,i theni somei suggestionsi relatedi toi thisi researchi willi bei presented.i Ini thisi 

study,i thei researcheri onlyi focusesi oni thei analysisi ofi thei morali valuesi containedi 

ini thei novel.i Thei researcheri foundi thati therei arei 18i morali valuesi whichi arei 

dividedi intoi humani relationshipi withi themselves,i social,i environmenti andi god.i 

Thei researcheri hopei thati thisi studyi cani bei suggestioni fori furtheri researchersi 

andi somei readers.i  

 For further researchers who want to conduct research on the analysis of 

moral values in a novel, this research can be used as basic knowledge and 

assist their research about moral values in literary works, especially a novel. 

The researcher realizes that this research is not completely perfect because 

there are still many aspects that can be further researched. Therefore, future 

researchers are expected to be able to conduct research on the content of moral 

values, especially the moral values of human life problems but with different 

media. This will provide more knowledge about the content of moral values 

and their types.  
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 For the teacher, this study can used to improve students ability in english 

learning and teaching. The result of this study is expected to give worthy 

contribution and can be used as references in english learning and teaching. 

As for English learners, it is expected to read a lot of literature to enrich 

knowledge and information. Literary work, especially a novel, is something 

that is interesting to read and understand its content. This study  also can be 

used to improve their English ability and increase their knowledge about the 

content of moral values in a novel. 

  


